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SESA Holiday Closure
SESA will be closed for winter break from
Monday, December 11, 2017 - Monday, January 1, 2018
We will reopen on Tuesday, January 2, 2018
Have a wonderful holiday season!

Letter from the Editor
Jennifer Schroeder, SESA MD and DB Specialist

Whether you call it the classroom, the SPED room, the affective skills room, the life skills room,
the general education setting, or something else, there are a LOT of different places students go
to everyday that all boil down to the same thing: a classroom where they can be supported in
learning, growth, and social development. Different schools and different school districts have a
variety of set-ups, and it is important to remember that no matter what the room is called, we
want it to be a place where everyone in it IS learning and growing. Whether or not a student has
a disability or is on an IEP, woke up late and is having a bad day, or has family problems they are
struggling to understand, school should be a safe place to learn new skills, to interact with peers,
and to work on activities that will help them not only today, but as they grow up and become
more independent.
This month, we want to look at supporting students across settings. How can a classroom be set
up so that it is supportive of all students? What types of lessons/activities can be used with your
whole group, and not just part of the class? Is there a time when it might be more beneficial to a
student to be working in an alternate location? How can one strategy be used to support the
variety of learners that we all encounter every day? Whether you are in a large school, a small
school, or somewhere in between, having strategies on hand to support learning in your setting
- whatever it may be - helps everyone involved (and really, making sure that it is supportive of the
teachers, paraprofessionals, and related service providers is just as crucial!).
Happy Holidays,
Jennifer Schroeder
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Universal Design for Learning
By Samantha Cowper, SESA ED and AI Specialist

Students with disabilities have varied needs, abilities, and preferences. Neither their strengths
nor their barriers to learning are always obvious, and these students need different types of
scaffolds and supports to learn. In the past, many students with specific learning needs were
placed in self-contained classrooms or separate schools. Today, most of these students attend
the general education classroom and are expected to engage in the general education curriculum.
Schools are now accountable for these students' progress and demonstrable learning outcomes.
Unfortunately, the general education curriculum - usually centered on print material - is designed
for the average student and lacks the components to meet the needs of different learners. This
type of design puts the burden on learners to adapt to inflexible curricula. The challenge for
educators then becomes how to adapt curriculum so it is inclusive and effective for all students.

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a scientifically validated framework for guiding educational
practice, and puts the burden of change where it belongs: on the curriculum, itself. UDL concepts
support a flexible, responsive curriculum by providing options for how information is presented,
how students respond or demonstrate their knowledge and skills, and how students are engaged
in learning. By reducing the barriers to instruction, UDL provides the opportunity for all students
to access, participate in, and progress in the general education curriculum.

UDL addresses the three learning networks within a broadly defined concept of curriculum that
includes goals, materials, methods, and assessment. According to the following three UDL
principles, each area of the curriculum should provide multiple, varied, and flexible options for
representation, expression, and engagement:
•
•
•

Principle 1: provide multiple means of representation (recognition network)
Principle 2: provide multiple means of action and expression (strategic network)
Principle 3: provide multiple means of engagement (affective network)

Four interrelated components of UDL:
•
•

•

Goals are typically described as learning expectations. They represent the knowledge,
concepts, and skills students need to master, and are usually aligned to state standards.
Methods are generally defined as the instructional strategies used by educators to support
student learning. Methods should be evidence-based and supported by an analysis of
learner variability. UDL methods are flexible, and adjusted through consistent monitoring
of student progress.
Materials are the media used to present content and demonstrate learning. UDL materials
offer multiple media options and include embedded supports.
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•

Assessment within the UDL framework refers to the process of gathering information
about a learner's progress using a variety of methods and materials. UDL assessments are
particularly concerned with accurately measuring learner knowledge, skills, and
engagement by maintaining construct relevance and reducing or eliminating irrelevant or
distracting elements that interfere with the assessment's validity.

For more information, visit: http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines
Using the Environment to Build Independence Skills
By Aimee Smith, SESA Autism Resource Specialist

Many of the strategies that we use for students with autism spectrum disorders are effective for
other students, or the whole class. Increasing predictability, reducing distracting stimuli, and
providing clear, consistent communication and visuals can support all students in not only
accessing learning, but in optimizing their learning. Here are five simple strategies that can be
beneficial for both individuals with ASDs, as well as other learners.
1. Explicitly teach routines and steps of projects. Use clear visuals to scaffold for learners
who struggle with multi-step directions (checklists, examples, pictures, etc.)
2. Reduce stimuli. Many learners can be easily distracted, or have difficulty processing
extraneous auditory and visual stimuli. Visuals should be clear and have a specific purpose.
Block out distractions with screens or shades, when possible.
3. Use lighting and furniture to create a predictable and calming environment. Use
soft/natural lighting. Divide spaces with furniture for specific purposes. Avoid wide open
areas without visual cues. Our bodies naturally follow predictable environmental clues.
4. Use photos, drawings, etc. to show space use. This could include a picture of what an
activity should look like, or picture labels of where items are stored. Color-coding is
another great environmental clue!
5. Use task analysis. Break down tasks, teaching students the process as you go, and
explicitly teach organizational strategies within larger projects. Many students struggle to
learn this without explicit instruction.
A few strategies can go a long way when helping students to build independent skills. It can also
reduce the demand on the teacher during instructional time by giving visual reminders to reduce
repeated questions about routines, procedures, and daily classroom functional activities.
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Self-Contained Yet Still Social
By John Barrowman, SESA AI Specialist

When a student requires a self-contained placement, the challenges associated with fully
isolating a student tend to be obvious: high rate of staffing, challenges with getting subs, etc.
However, the hardest part for me has been seeing a student not being able to access peers. Being
away from peers for so long, the students tend to not have the opportunity to become known by
their classmates or to learn how to interact with others. Here is a brief framework on how to add
some social flare to a self-contained day:
•

Step 1: Identify what your student may enjoy doing with peers.

•

Step 2: Break that goal down into simple learning steps. For example, "Participate in PE":
o Learn how to play a PE game
o Learn how to line up when the whistle sounds
o Adapting a communication device for that activity

•

Step 3: Begin teaching the skills - in this case, PE games - in a self-contained setting.
Practice as often as possible and use the actual materials the student would be using with
peers.

•

Step 4: Now you are ready to work your student in. Keep in mind, the student may
participate for a few minutes at first, or maybe even just catch or throw the ball one time.
Start on success and end on success. Progress may be slow, but each time your student
has a positive moment with a peer is a gift given twice!
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An Alternate View - When Inclusion May Not be the Best Learning Environment
By Meriah Cory, SESA MD Specialist

One of the most challenging parts of a students' educational program is making wherever they
are physically located (general education setting or special education setting) meaningful for
their development both in life skills and in academic instruction.
This can be even more challenging when you are working with a student who has a cognitive
impairment or multiple disabilities, and no maladaptive behavior. Yes, you read that correctly. It
can be even more of a challenge when the student you are working with is overly compliant. There
are many skills that students with cognitive impairments can learn in the general education
setting, such as: pointing to the words on a page/turning the pages in books, copying
letters/numbers, and circling answers that someone else points to. While these skills help the
student look like the rest of the class, the students often are not working on skills that will be
helpful for their future (these skills are not bad skills, but in isolation they are not meaningful).
Because they do not have maladaptive behaviors, it is easy to forget that what they are doing is
not actually helping them develop and grow; they may not be learning anything (outside of how
to copy someone else's words or circle someone else's answers) even though they are sitting in
the classroom.
It can be helpful stop and take a look at what the student is doing, and how these activities help
the student in other areas of their life. Do those two things line up? If not, what they are doing
needs to change. It is perfectly fine to have them following along with the class for the social
experience some of the time, but then the goal of the activity is the social piece, and the time
these students spend in the classroom needs to focus on social interaction. It also needs to be
just a piece of the whole day, not the entire program.
It can be helpful to have students on some pullout (even in the back of the room, with an adult)
without 100% following the general education curriculum in order to work on the academic and
life skills they need to be successful (rather than just getting through the day looking like
everyone else). Even better, have them focus on the skills in pullout, but once they have learned
the skill, bring it into the part of the day when they are with their peers! This helps them get the
repetition and generalization they need, but also allows their peers to see them working hard.
Inclusion is great, but do not forget to review every student's program and see how much time
they are working on the skills they need, and where the best place is for them to do that.
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My SESA Story
This month, instead of a story about one district or school, we want to focus on the many
successes that teams all around Alaska are having. Successes include learning to communicate,
working with a friend, learning how to calm and organize your body, and learning a new activity.
Successes happen every day, and we are so happy that we can be a part of them!

A scooter is not just a
fun activity - it is also
a great way to calm
and organize your
body!

Learning a new skill
can create such a
sense of pride!

Being able to activate
your OWN toy when
you want to is so
empowering!

Today, I learned how
to tell you what I
want!

Learning how to
interact with a friend
without adult
prompting is a skill
that all kids can learn!

Completing a puzzle
that you have never
done before is a skill
that all kids can learn!

How wonderful to be
able to read a book
about something you
like without any help!

Using a switch to
greet your friends in
Yupi'k is so
empowering.
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"But what if..."
As SESA specialists travel around Alaska, we are often asked the same question (or a variety of
the same question) by people in many different areas. To help address these questions to a
broader audience (if they come up multiple times then they are important questions) we have
added the "But what if...?" section to answer them. The answers will vary depending on the
specialty, but you may find something that works for you - even if you have a student with
different challenges! Questions this month were answered by Aimee Smith, SESA Autism
Resource Specialist
...one of my paraprofessionals calls in sick (or goes home partway through the day)?"
First, I pull out my master schedule and see what it will effect. If there is a student
absent, there may be some easy shuffling. Pool groups together, where able, and make sure that
staff who are covering more than normal get breaks when needed. Have a "cheat sheet" for each
student/para that you can give to the sub and cross-train your staff to work with a variety of
students, whenever possible. It is also great for our students to work with multiple staff.
... not all of my staff have enough training (or I get a substitute with no training)?
If I have a sub with no training or limited training, I try to make sure that I place them
with students who do not need explicit medical or behavioral training and shift experienced staff
over to the students who do require specific training. Sometimes there will come the need to
have the sub follow the teacher's schedule for groups and following a lesson while the teacher
covers the more intensive student(s). If you can build regular subs, train them in chunks to build
on their skill. It will work to your advantage!
... my students are spread out in several different classrooms around the school?
Having electronic data-tracking and communication systems in place can really help in
situations where there are one or two teachers who cover several classrooms, or a whole school.
You cannot be in every place at once. Having a way to communicate emergencies and efficiently
share information throughout the day with minimal effort is crucial!
... my student has pretty specific communication needs, and only one person knows
how to work with them?
Student communication will only expand with multiple communication partners. Have those that
know how to work with the student consistently model their communication to peers and other
staff. Even if only in small chunks or one task at a time, train others in the building how to
communicate with that child, including peers! It is best to have a balance of communication
between peers of all ages and abilities, as well as staff. Our students need to be able to
communicate beyond the four walls of the classroom.
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SESA Library Resources
Anne Freitag, SESA Librarian

Attainment's Community Success [electronic resource]. V. 3.0.10. Attainment
Co., c2013.
Description: "Videos take place in actual locations. Photos illustrate activities
step by step. The short stories feature professional narration with highlighted
text and emphasize safety, activity tips, and relevant vocabulary. Keep track
of student scores, assign specific activities, and print out Step, Social Skill, and
Story pages from PDFs." - Attainment Co. website. Helps students familiarize themselves with
and rehearse many community activities. Divided up into six categories: eating out, shopping,
going places, appointments, anyplace and important places.
The Autism Discussion Page on the Core Challenges of Autism: A toolbox
for helping children with autism feel safe, accepted, and competent / Bill
Nason. Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2014.
Description: "The Autism Discussion Page blue book focuses on the core
challenges associated with autism (cognitive, sensory, social, and emotional)
and provides concise, accessible information and simple tools for supporting
children with these vulnerabilities. Based on posts on the popular online
community page and organised by subject for ease of reference, this book
offers an excellent understanding of how children with autism process and
experience the world and effective strategies for coping with the challenges."- publisher
description.
Belonging: Learning to be a part of your community/ by Mary Anne
McElmurry; illustrated by Elizabeth Tang Herrick.
Good Apple, Inc., c1983. For grades 2-8.

The Child with Autism at Home & in the Community: Over 600 must-have
tips for making home life and outings easier for everyone / Kathy Labosh
and LaNita Miller. Future Horizons, c2011.
Description: Covers "... issues and obstacles that parents and educators face
every day. Hundreds of easy-to-read bullet points provide tips that readers
can put into action immediately. First they cleverly tackle home life, from
breakfast to bedtime, and then they take readers on a trip through the
community, offering essential do's and don'ts for going to restaurants,
church, the doctor's, the grocery store, family gatherings, and more!"
- publisher's website. Other titles by this author are also available in the SESA
Library.
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Community Recreation and Persons with Disabilities: Strategies for
integration / Stuart J. Schleien. Paul H. Brookes, 1988.
Description: "Recreation professionals, special education teachers, parents,
students, and advocates who are concerned about the integration of persons
with disabilities into community recreation programs will want to apply the
strategies and solutions provided in this comprehensive resource. This
practical, "how to" guide takes and informative look at the integration
process and offers guidelines for simplifying the creation and implementation
of successful integrated leisure programs for persons with disabilities...
addresses the principles of applied behavior analysis as they relate to community-based
recreation... focuses on a "systems change" approach away from a segregated system and into
an integrated system - one that addresses the needs of all individuals." - p. 4 of cover.
Equity and Full Participation for Individuals with Severe Disabilities: A vision
for the future / edited by Martin Agran, Ph.D., Fredda Brown, Ph.D., Carolyn
Hughes, Ph.D., Carol Quirk, Ed.D., and Diane Ryndak, Ph.D.
Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co., 2014.
Description: What key issues and challenges affect the lives of people with
severe disabilities today - and what should tomorrow's professionals do to
address them? Aligned with the core values and agenda of TASH, this visionary
text prepares professionals to strengthen supports and services for people
with disabilities across the lifespan. Readers will fully examine more than a
dozen critical topics in the lives of people with severe disabilities; explore necessary reforms to
policy and practice; and set clear goals and priorities for improving early intervention, education,
health care, behavior supports, and social services. Whether used as a textbook or a professional
reference, this innovative volume will help usher in a new era of services that support full
inclusion and quality of life for people with severe disabilities. - Provided by publisher.
Everyday Activities to Help Your Young Child with Autism Live Life to the
Full: Simple exercises to boost functional skills, sensory processing,
coordination, and self-care / Debra S. Jacobs and Dion E. Betts; foreword by
Carol A. Just. Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2012.
Description: Addresses the challenges that young children with autism face
and provides simple ideas, activities, and exercises that will help improve a
child's sense of body awareness, coordination, motor skills, and various social
challenges.
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Explore Your Community [kit]. Attainment Co., c2009. DVD, student
books, instructor's guide.
Description: Curriculum is designed for adolescents and adults with
developmental disabilities who read at a second grade level or below.
Stresses essential skills for successful independent living. Lessons cover
transportation, shopping, dining, banking, and recreation.

Friendships and Community Connections Between People With and Without
Developmental Disabilities /edited by Angela Novak Amado. Paul H. Brookes,
c1993.
Description: True community integration is much more than placing an
individual with a [developmental] disability in a community setting... it also
means belonging and being in close friendships with other community
members without disabilities. Now, this perceptive book gleans principles
from successful experiences to help others build relationships of their own
through natural social connections. The authors of this heartening guide to
relationships and community connections combine the wisdom gained from their varied
backgrounds in advocacy, service provision, parenting, and research to explore how friendships
can enhance the lives of every individual in the community. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2012
APA, all rights reserved)
Making School and Community Recreation Fun for Everyone: Places and
ways to integrate / edited by M. Sherril Moon. Paul H. Brookes Pub. Co., c1994.
Description: This text offers case studies, models, and specific techniques to
assist children, teenagers, and adults with disabilities to participate more fully
in local school and neighborhood social and leisure activities. Three basic
themes are stressed: first, that of using a community leisure facilitator to
support people with disabilities in community programs; second, the
importance of discovering local groups and activities for people of all ages;
and, finally, the importance of helping people with disabilities to try new
activities and experience participation. Papers contain references. (DB)
Out and About: Preparing children with autism spectrum disorders to
participate in their communities / Jill Hudson, Amy Bixler Coffin. Autism
Asperger Pub. Co., 2007.
Description: "The focus ... is on "the every day" how to enable and support
individuals on the autism spectrum to participate, to the maximum extent
possible, in the community around them. In this simple book, the authors
provide a framework for identifying the areas where an individual with ASD
may need support to participate more fully and successfully in community
activities. The framework, created as a Blueprint to be filled in, depending on the child and the
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outing being planned, lists 10 areas identified in best practice as effective types of support for
children with ASD. Areas include waiting plan, communication, social, visual, hidden curriculum,
sensory, motivation, behavior, transition, and siblings or other students." - publisher's website
Tourette Syndrome in the Classroom, School, and Community [electronic
resource (DVD)]. Tourette Syndrome Association, [between 2005 and 2013].
Description: "Filmed at a full-day, live presentation, 'Tourette Syndrome In
The Classroom, School & Community' features the TSA Education Committee
addressing a wide range of essential topics."- from publisher description.

With Open Arms : Creating school communities of support for kids with
social challenges using circle of friends, extracurricular activities, and
learning teams / Mary Schlieder. Autism Asperger Pub. Co., 2007.
Description: Children with autism spectrum disorders, learning disabilities,
behavioral disorders and English Language Learners often face more social
challenges in this area than their peers. Written by an experienced special
educator and behavior therapist, this book helps educational professionals
create an open and inviting school environment for these children, promoting
understanding and helping them feel like they belong. A multitude of
suggestions for developing programs that teach critical social skills include circle games and
activities, book clubs, relationships circles and much more.
For more information on any of the titles listed above or questions about the SESA Lending
Library, please contact:
Anne Freitag, SESA Librarian.
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